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A radio network is a synchronous network of processors that communicate by transmitting
messages to their neighbors, where a processor receives a message in a given step if and only
if it is silent in this step and precisely one of its neighbors transmits. In this paper we prove
the existence of a family of radius-2 networks on n vertices for which any broadcast schedule
requires at least sZ(log* n) rounds of transmissions. This matches an upper bound of O(log* n)
rounds for networks of radius 2 proved earlier by Bar-Yehuda, Goldreich, and Itai, in
“Proceedings of the 4th ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing, 1986,”
pp. 98-107.
0 1991 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Packet radio networks have received considerable attention during the last
decade [BGI, CK, GVF, K, KGBK, SC]. A radio network is an undirected (multihop) network of processors that communicate in synchronous time-slots in the
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following manner. In each step a processor can either transmit or keep silent. A
processor receives a message in a given step if and only if it keeps silent and
precisely one of its neighbors transmits in this step. If none of its neighbors
transmits, it hears nothing. If more than one neighbor (including itself) transmits,
a collision occurs and the processor hears only noise.
In this paper we consider the broadcast operation in radio networks [BGI, CK,
CW, GVF]. Broadcast is a process by which a message M, initiated by a processor
s (the sender) is delivered to all other processors in the network. A lower bound is
proved for the number of rounds that are required to broadcast in certain radio
networks. The complexity of broadcasting may change significantly, depending on
whether or not the processors know the network and how their actions are
coordinated. We assume complete knowledge of the network and no restrictions on
the coordination mechanism. These assumptions are the most advantageous for the
algorithm (and so the most severe for the lower bound.)
Having made these assumptions, there is no loss of generality in assuming that
broadcasting proceeds according to a schedule S, which is a list (T,, .... T,) of transmissions. Each transmission is a set of processors, and the schedule is applied as a
broadcast procedure as follows. In step i, every processor v E Ti which already holds
a copy of M transmits it (a processor v E Ti that does not have a copy yet remains
silent). The schedule 5’ is a broadcast schedule for the sender s in G if after applying
S, every processor in the network has a copy of M.
We are interested in the existence of short broadcast schedules. Clearly, the radius
of a network G from s (i.e., the largest distance between s and any other vertex in
G) serves as a lower bound for the length of any broadcast schedule. Also, examples
have been shown of radius-2 graphs of order n where every broadcast schedule
requires Q(log n) rounds [BG12]. In this paper we demonstrate the existence of a
family of radius-2 networks on n vertices for which the number of rounds required
by any broadcast schedule is
Q(log2 n).
As already mentioned, the lower bound applies even at the harder case where G
is known. For radius-2 graphs the methods of [BGI] yield a broadcast schedule of
O(log* n) rounds. The algorithm of [BGI] is probabilistic and does not assume
knowledge of the graph. Thus, the upper and lower bounds match in a satisfactory
way. Namely, for the family of graphs we construct there is a lower bound for the
length of any schedule, even if G is known. On the other hand there is a
probabilistic algorithm of the same order of time complexity which requires no
knowledge of the graph at hand.
The situation gets less satisfactory, however, when the radius grows. For general
graphs of diameter D the probabilistic algorithm of [BGI] yields a schedule of
O(log* n + D log n) rounds. The deterministic centerlized (polynomial time) algorithm of [CW] provides a schedule of length O(D log* n). We cannot rule out the
possibility that an O(D + log* n) schedule always exists. This is a problem on
efficient mechanisms for pipelining message passing: Let V, be the set vertices at
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distance i from the sender s; the network may be engaged in passing M from Vi to
Vi+, while dealing with Vj and V,+ I for some j > i + 1. How efficiently this may be
done we do not know, and the question is quite intriguing.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V, E) be a radius-2 graph; denote by V, (respectively, V,) the set of all
the vertices at distance one (respectively, two) from the sender S. For convenience,
we assume VI = IV= { 1, 2, .... n}. After the first round of any broadcasting schedule
in G all the processors in V, have the message M. Therefore, the remaining rounds
of any schedule only need to guarantee the arrival of M to all processors in V,. The
graphs considered here have no edges between vertices in V,, and so existence of
a t-round schedule can be cast in combinatorial terms as follows.
Let 2 and B be families of nonempty subsets of N. (Any HE X is the set of
neighbors of some vertex in V,. Members of 9 are transmissions in the schedule.)
We say that FE 9 hits HE 2 if 1Fn HI = 1. (This means that the vertex in V,
corresponding to H got the message on the transmission corresponding to F.) Also
9 hits H if some FE SP does, and 9 hits ~8 if it hits every HE 2. Let t(X) be
the minimum cardinality of F such that every HE 2 is hit by some FEF.
(The shortest broadcast schedule.) Define t(n) = max(t(%‘)}
over all &’ of n
subsets of N. The problem is to determine or estimate t(n).
In the present note we determine t(n) up to a constant factor.
THEOREM 2.1.

There are two positive constants cl, c2 such that
c,log2n6t(n)~czlog2nforalln~2.

The upper bound was established in [BGI]

and we show the lower bound

t(n) = Q(log2 n).

(1)

Theorem 2.1 implies the desired corollary
COROLLARY 2.1. There is a family of order n graphs with radius 2 for which any
schedule for the broadcast problem requires s2(log2 n) rounds.

The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of (1).

3. THE LOWER BOUND
3.1. Outline of the Proof
The proof is done by a probabilistic method. We show the existence of a family
&’ of subsets of iV which cannot be hit by any 5P of size (log2 n)/lOO.
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The lower bound of O(log* n) changes only by a constant factor, as long as the
cardinality of the family &’ is polynomial in n, and in fact, the constructed family,
S’, is composed of 0.2 log n subfamilies &, each of cardinality n7. For each 1,
0.4 log n < I,< 0.6 log n, let & be a random family of n7 (not necessarily distinct)
subsets H of N chosen as follows: for each i E N, independently, Pr( i E H = l/2’). It
is shown that for any fixed family B of at most log* n/100 sets there is only a small
probability for 9 to hit X. The sum of these probabilities over all such 5 is less
than 1 so there is an X’ which is hit by no 9.
As observed in [BGI2] every @ may be hit by an 9 of size O(log n). The proof
essentially shows that each z requires an 4 of size Q(log n) in order to be hit and
4 “does not help” in hitting 3 for j # 1.
It is easy to check that for a set A of a elements in N and a random set B of b
elements in N, the probability of A hitting B is (1 + o(l))xe-”
where x= ah/n.
Now, the cardinalities of the sets in q are almost surely very close to n/2’; so, for
a fixed F and HE & the following three cases may occur: If IFI < 2’ then, with high
probability, Fn H = fa. If IFJ % 2’, then with high probability, IFn HI > 2. If IFI is
close to 2’, then with a constant probability F hits H. Consequently, a set FE 9
which is of the “right” size for some 8 is either too small or too large for other q.
If we associate each FE 9 with the appropriate 3, then there is an & with less
than log n/20 associated F’s (since 191 < log* n/l00 and X consists of 0.2 log n subfamilies &). A simple argument can be made to yield some lower bound, but not
quite the correct one, mainly because of two difficulties. First, the function xeeX
mentioned above does not decay sufficiently fast as we move from its maximum at
x = 1. Consequently, an F of size 2’ may “help” also in hitting $ for j “close” to
1. Second, estimating the probability of 9 hitting s+? by summing over all FE@
and HE H gives bounds which are too crude and we need some independence.
These difficulties are overcome by a refinement of the above pigeonhole argument
(Lemma 3.1).
Let 9 be a fixed family of t < (log* n/100) subsets of N; Lemma 3.1 shows that
there are an index I (0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n) and a subfamily Q of 9 satisfying the
following conditions:

1. lUAec#A( is “small.”
2.

For each Beg\%,

B’=B\(U...A)

is “large.”

This index I indicates which subfamily S$ is not hit by 9.
Let H be a member in &. The claim is that the probability that 4 does not hit
H is more than l/n’. By condition (1) the union of all sets in Q is sufficiently small;
thus, the probability that H n A = 121for all A E g is at least l/n’ (Lemma 3.2). The
probability that I Hn B’j > 2 for a fixed BE S\S is at least 1 - 0(2’/)B’I). The
dependencies between the events I Bl n HI 2 2 and IB; n HJ 2 2 only help by
the FKG inequality, and so the probability that IHn B’I 2 2 for all 84 9 is
greater than n (1 - 0(2’/lB’J)). Condition (2) implies that this is at least l/n3
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(Lemma 3.3). Since lJ, A and the B’ are disjoint these two events are independent
and the l/n’ bound is proved.
The size of ~$(n’) implies that the probability that for all HE & there is an
FES with IFn HI = 1 is at most e-“. As there are less than 2n’ogzn& en2 such
possible families F, the lower bound follows.
3.2. A Combinatorial

Lemma

Here is the lemma we have just discussed. We assume that n is large enough
whenever needed, also the numerical constants certainly can be improved upon.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose t <log2 n/100 and let S be a family of t subsets of
N = ( 1, 2, .... n}. Then, there is an index I and a subfamily Y of 9 such that the
following four conditions hold.

(i)

0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n.

(ii) ILEg Al <2’logn.
(iii)

For each BEG\%

define B’= B\(UAES A) then IB’) >2’for

(iv) For each k 2 0 let fk denote the number of sets BE 9\Y
2t+k< IPI ~2’+~+l then
C $<log

all BEF\~.
such that

n.

k,O

ProoJ: Define a permutation A 1, A2, .... A, of the members of S as follows. Let
A, be a set of minimum cardinality in F. Assuming A,, .... Ai have already been
chosen, (1 Gi< t), let Aj+, be a set in 9\{A,,
.... Aj} such that JA,+,\(IJj=, Ai)l
is minimum.
Define, also, x~=IA~\(U~<~A~)~ for l<i<t.
For each I,
0.4 log n < 16 0.6 log n, let j = j(l) be the smallest j such that xi > 2’. (If there is
no such j, put j(l) = t + 1). Note that by the definition of the permutation
AI,
AZ,
..a> A,, for every 1 and for every j’ > j(l)
(Aj.\{A,u

... uAj(+~)l

For each I put dt=I{i:l<i<t,2’<xj<2’+‘}I,
dl-3/4+dr-4/8+
+... Clearly

22!

(3)
and dj=d,-,+d,-J2+

Call an index 1 good if 0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n and dj < log n. By (4) the average
value of d; over all 0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n is at most (log n)/lO and hence at least
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90 % of the indices 1, 0.4 log n < I < 0.6 log n, are good. Notice that if 1 is good and
j=j(l)
then for B = (A,, .... A,_,} we have

I

jjsA

I

=x1+

.a. +xi-&L/2p+1dp
d,-,+--+ 4-z

=2’

.. .

Hence B and I satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). Moreover, by (3), condition (iii) holds
as well. To complete the proof we show that for at least one (and in fact for many)
good 1 condition (iv) holds too. For each good I and each set Ak, with k > j(l),
define ~(1, k) = r if

Note that if I’> I are both good thenj(l’)

>j(l)

and hence if k aj(l’)

then

lA~\“:~1Ai14/A,~~~1A;l.
Consequently, in this case s(l’, k) is strictly smaller than s(l, k). Therefore, for every
fixed k,
1
-:I
2s(hk) is good,j(l)<k

(5)

For each good 1 define y ~=Ck>j(/) (1/2S(Lk))* BY (5)
C{y,:lisgood}<

i

{&:lisgood,j(l)Bk}42f6~.

k=l

Since there are at least 0.9 +0.2 log n > (l/10) log n good indices 1, there is at least
one such 1 with y, < log n/5 < log n. Define j = j(1) and Y = {A,, AZ, .... Aj- 1}.
Clearly these Q and 1 satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Moreover, if fk denotes
the number of sets BE F\S such that 2’+k < JB’I < 2’+k+ ’ then

i.e., condition

(iv) holds too. This completes the proof of the lemma.

l

3.3. The Proof
Now we show our probabilistic construction. For each 1, 0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n,
let &= {H,,, .... H,,,} be a random family of n’ (not necessarily distinct) subsets of
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N = { 1, 2, .... n} chosen as follows, for each iE N and 1~ j < n’, independently,
Pr(i E HI,) = l/2’. Put
~9 = u {&7:0.4 log n < 1~ 0.6 log n}.

We show that with positive probability t(X) > (log2 n/100). Since 2 has less than
n’ log n sets all of which can be considered as subsets of an [n’ log n-j-element set
this shows that t(n’ log n) > s2(log2 n) and hence t(m) >/ sZ(log’ m), completing the
proof of Theorem 2.1. It thus remains to show that with positive probability
t(X)>

log2 n

1oo .

Let 9 be a fixed family of t < (log2 n/100) subsets. of N. By Lemma 3.1 there are
an index 1 and a subfamily 9 of f satisfying the conclusions (i)-(iv) of the lemma.
Consider the subfamily A$ of .# and let H = H,, be one of the subsets in that
subfamily. We claim that the probability that (H n FI # 1 for each FE 9 is more
than l/r? (for all sufficiently large n). To prove this claim we need the following two
lemmas.
LEMMA

3.2.

The probability

Proof.

This probability

is precisely

(1--;)‘““‘y
LEMMA

3.3.

that H n A = Qr for all A E % is at least l/n2.

The probability

1-;)ilbgn&)>$
that IH n B’j 2 2 for all BE S\S

1
is at least l/n3.

ProojI We first note that by the well known FKG inequality (see, e.g., [Bo,
Thm. 19.51) the above probability is at least the product of the probabilities that
1H n B’] > 2, as B ranges over all sets in p\S. Fix a set B in F\S and let k >, 0
be an integer so that 2’+’ < IB’l ~2’+~+l. Put y= IB’I. Clearly if n is largeenough:

Consequently, by Lemma 3.1 (iv) and by the FKG inequality mentioned above we
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conclude that if fk is the number of sets BE S\S such that 2’+k < (B'( < 2'+k+'
then the probability that H contains at least two elements from each B' is at least
n (1 -!$

n (e-3i2i)h>e-3~w=$

k,O

k&O

This completes the proof of the lemma.

m

The event considered in Lemma 3.2 and that considered in Lemma 3.3 are clearly
independent (since U, A and lJes F,s B' are disjoint) and hence
Pr(lHnFI

# 1 for all FEF)

~Pr(JHnA~=OforallA~~and
=Pr(lHnAl=O

IHnB’(>2forallB~5F\C9)

for all AEY).Pr((HnB’J

22 for all BEF\~)

>’ -L=’
‘,,2’n3

n5’

We have thus proved that for each fixed family of
there is some index 1 such that for each of the random
that (HnFI = 1 for some FEP is at most 1 - l/n5.
independent this implies that the probability that for
with IFnH( = 1 is at most

(

1-i

at most (log’n)/lOO sets 9
sets H in &, the probability
As the members of & are
all HE Z$ there is an FE 9

n’
> <e-“?

Therefore, for each lixed family 9 of at most (log2 n)/lOO subsets of N, the
probability that for all HEX there is an FE 9 with [Fn HI = 1 is at most een2.
As there are less than 2n’og2n<en2 such possible families 9 this implies that for
most families X’ constructed as above
t(ff)>-----

log’ n
100 .

(It is also easy to check that most of these families contains no empty sets). This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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